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Abstract 
In theory and in practice, processes and routines are often treated as independent 
entities. Recent field research has begun to suggest ways that routines are 
interdependent, and information systems have been identified as a key aspect of the 
phenomenon. However, we are lacking good ways to conceptualize and measure this 
important construct. In this research-in-progress report, we describe a software 
artifact that uses data from workflow event logs to measure interdependence within 
and between routines. We demonstrate this artifact and discuss plans for on-going 
research.   
Keywords:  Action networks, interdependence, workflow event log 
Introduction 
Interdependence is like air; it surrounds everything in an organization, but it is difficult to see.  In 
organizations, all routines are essentially “far-reaching, complex, tangled webs of interdependence” 
(Feldman and Pentland 2003, p. 104).  Previously, we developed a tool to observe and measure 
interdependence within organizational routines using what we call a network of actualized affordances 
(Pentland, Recker and Wyner, 2015). It describes how actions, actors and technology in routines are 
intertwined in mutually dependent ensembles. Yet, recent field research has suggested the idea that 
interdependence not only occurs within but also between routines (Deken et al. 2016; Kremser and 
Schreyögg 2016; Spee et al. 2016).  These scholars suggest that clusters and networks of interdependent 
routines have an important impact on a wide range of organizational outcomes, such as stability, change 
and innovation. However, if interdependence is difficult to see within routines it is arguably even more 
difficult to detect between routines. Boundaries between routines are ill-defined, often blurred and 
transient, much akin to a no-man's land. Our ambition is to undertake an initial foray into this area and 
provide a first conceptualization and measurement of interdependence between routines. 
In this paper, we report research in progress to make this move. Rather than defining a new kind of 
“routine interdependence,” we break it down into existing categories, such as task interdependence 
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(Wageman 1995) or organizational interdependence (Thompson, 1967). Using a graph theoretic approach, 
we examine how interdependence arises from the technology, actors and actions that make up routines.  
This is important because routines and technology go hand in hand (D'Adderio 2011; Leonardi 2011; 
Swanson 2016).   
Our contributions are two-fold. First, the graph theoretical approach underlying our conceptualization 
provides a vocabulary for expressing patterns of routine interdependence familiar from existing notions of 
independence (e.g., pooled, sequential, reciprocal).  Second, in addition to theorizing about the nature of 
interdependence between routines, we have created a software artifact called ThreadNet that can be used 
to operationalize each aspect of interdependence using event log data that describes a set of processes or 
routines. These computations can aid interpretation and theorizing about interdependence on any chosen 
level of analysis. 
We proceed as follows. First we discuss both the practical and theoretical background that motivates our 
work. Then we will introduce the theory of routines as networks and review existing theory of 
interdependence. Next we describe our conceptualization of interdependence between routines and 
introduce the software artifact, ThreadNet, which can be used to measure interdependence. We then 
provide an illustration using data from routines observed in a US call center (Pentland, Recker and 
Wyner, 2015). We conclude by reviewing expected contributions, limitations and future work. 
Background 
There are two lines of argument that inform our work, one practical and one theoretical. 
From a practical perspective, treating processes or routines in isolation is common (Gartner Group 2010) 
but leads to unexpected difficulties. Analysts often model one routine at a time, as though it exists 
independently of others.  This is evident, for example, in approaches to business process management 
such as Six Sigma or Lean where the methodologies propose that individual processes should be identified 
and then modeled to identify opportunities for improvement or redesign (Jackson and Jones 1995; 
Harmon 2007; Dumas et al. 2013). Often, these efforts occur reactively, in response to some identified 
problem within some existing routine (Repenning and Sterman 2001). There is some rationale to this 
approach. Individual routines are identified, modeled or changed because organizations strive for 
modularity (Simon 1996), but the separation can never be perfect or complete (Churchman 1972). This 
common approach to decomposing organizations into a nested structure of modular processes facilitates a 
more simplified understanding of individual routines (Basu and Blanning 2003) but can also result in 
structural issues, resulting in a disruption of the process and other routines it is interdependent with. The 
issue of interdependence among organizational routines is particularly salient in software development in 
which considerable effort is expended to identify and manage the interdependencies that arise among 
development teams when the software modules for which they are responsible interact.  A number of 
software design patterns have been developed for insulating one development team from changes 
introduced by another (Gamma et al. 1995; Larman 2001; Fowler 2002).  So while individual processes 
and routines warrant inspection, so does the interdependence between them. 
Theoretically, our work on routine interdependence draws on recent studies on routine dynamics 
(Pentland et al. 2012; Feldman et al. 2016), which examines stability and change within single routines. 
However, from an organizational perspective outcomes are generated not through single routines but 
through the multiplicity of all routines as a whole. This has motivated field research that has begun to 
identify ways in which routines form clusters and networks.  For example, in their case study of the 
transition from analog to digital photo finishing, Kremser and Schreyögg (2016) found that the cluster of 
routines limited the ability of the organization to absorb new digitized routines.  In their study of ERP 
implementation at NASA, Berente et al. (2016) showed how elements of different routines adjust over 
time. Likewise, Deken et al. (2016) and Spee et al. (2016) pointed to the role of interdependence between 
routines in specific cases. In sum, there is growing evidence to support that interdependence exists 
between routines but we lack tools and methods to describe and measure it. 
Thus, for both practical and theoretical reasons, we investigate the question:  how can we conceptualize 
and measure interdependence between routines?  
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Theory 
Routines as networks 
We start by drawing on a theory of routines as networks. Organizational routines are defined as “patterns 
of interdependent action carried out by multiple actors” (Feldman and Pentland 2003, p. 95).  These 
patterns of action can be represented as networks or directed graphs (Pentland and Feldman 2007; 
Pentland et al. 2011). We adopt this approach and model routines as a directed graphs.  To model a 
routine as a graph, the simplest approach is to define vertices as categories of events and edges as the 
sequential relations between these events.  Events define actions performed by some actor at some 
moment in time (Haerem et al. 2015), so event networks aim at understanding what is happening next 
and share the basic idea that routines are relationships between actions carried out by actors (Pentland 
and Feldman 2007). 
There is some variety in how the vertices in these networks are defined and labeled. For example, 
Pentland et al. (2010) used a network model to compare patterns of action generated by invoice 
processing systems, but the analysis is based strictly on actions, not on actors or artifacts that might be 
involved in the events.  Goh et al. (2011) use narrative networks to identify where and how the 
introduction of health information technology changes sequences of actions in routines (actions and 
artifacts, but not actors). Yeow and Faraj (2011) use narrative networks to investigate changes resulting 
from an ERP implementation. In research on healthcare information systems, Hayes et al. (2011) use 
narrative networks to study the impact of new technologies and potential needs for additional training at 
a medical center. 
In earlier work (Pentland, Recker and Wyner, 2015), we have suggested that event networks as model of 
routines should include not only actions and/or actors but also artifacts. While the original definition of 
routines does not refer to technological actants explicitly, nowadays the patterns of action in routines are 
deeply intertwined with technology (D'Adderio 2011; Leonardi 2011), to the point that some scholars 
argue the distinction between human and material agency becomes meaningless (Orlikowski and Scott 
2008; David and Rowe 2013). We thus define an affordance network as a class of event network where 
the actor, action and artifacts are all available to identify the vertices of the network. Technically speaking, 
such a network describes actualized affordances (Strong et al. 2014), that is, actions carried out with an 
artifact by an actor (e.g., Tom uses email to ask a question; then, Jerry uses a text message to answer the 
question.  The relation (edge) in the network of these two events is the same as in other event networks: 
sequence.   An affordance network is thus a valued, directed graph where the nodes represent categories 
of events defined in terms of three attributes: actor, action and artifact.  
Interdependence 
In exploring interdependence between routines, we start with Thompson’s (1967) three categories of 
interdependence: pooled, sequential, reciprocal. This widely used conceptualization can be readily 
operationalized in terms of our graph theoretic model of routines. Pooled interdependence describes a 
loose coupling of units that act independently from each other but all contribute to the entire system (i.e., 
they share inputs and outputs). Sequential interdependence is coupling via time: one unit produces an 
output necessary for the performance by the next unit. Reciprocal interdependence is similar to 
sequential interdependence in that the output of one unit becomes the input of another, with the addition 
of being cyclical. Table 1 gives examples for each pattern and also describes indicators in network graphs. 
Table 1: Patterns of interdependence 
Pattern of 
interdependence Example  
Graph-theoretic 
Indicator 
Pooled  
(Shared input/output) Multiple scientists work together on an article. Common vertices 
Sequential 
(flow) 
Reviewers review an article previously produced by 
authors. Handoffs along edges 
Reciprocal 
(mutual flow) 
Authors revise an article reviewed by reviewers, 
and the revised article is reviewed again. 
Motifs that involve 
cycles in the graph 
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Thompson (1967) was mainly concerned about interdependence between structural entities such as 
various organizational subunits.  However, interdependence has been defined between many kinds of 
entities, including tasks (Wageman 1995), jobs (Kiggundu 1981), actions (Polyvyanyy et al. 2015), and 
technologies (Bailey et al. 2010).  Because routines embody heterogeneous, intertwined collections of 
these entities (people, technology, and actions), mapping interdependence between routines needs to take 
multiple dimensions into account. In our view of routines, this entails at the minimum actions, actors and 
artifacts but could also encompass time, location, or other attributes.  Each of these dimensions can 
contribute to the patterns of interdependence shown in Table 1. 
ThreadNet:  Software for Analyzing Interdependence 
To address the need for a multi-dimensional concept of interdependence, we have created a tool called 
ThreadNet.  Threadnet converts digitized trace data into a network model and then counts the patterns of 
interdependence identified in Table 1 for each of the dimensions as well as for combinations of 
dimensions (e.g., actor, action, artifact in our view of routines) that are of interest. The main difference of 
ThreadNet to other network analysis tools is that it allows for defining and analyzing the network along 
multiple, user-defined dimensions. Figure 1 shows part of the interface of ThreadNet. Note how in step 2 
the user can define the vertices of the network through any available set of data attributes. In what 
follows, we use our definition of the vertices of an affordance network for illustration purposes. 
 
Figure 1.  ThreadNet Screenshot 
 
To employ ThreadNet, as shown in Figure 1, a user must carry out five steps:  First, a user loads data from 
an Excel or CSV file.  Second, the user identifies which columns in the data indicate related events 
(threads) and the sequence of events over time and then identifies other attributes that define the vertices 
in the network (and which will thus be included in the analysis).  In our case, these vertices are defined as 
Actions, Artifacts and Actors. Third, the user optionally identifies subsets of the data (e.g., different 
routines) for comparison.  Fourth, the user specifies the type of output, including a choice of 
visualizations to display and files to create.  Fifth, the user clicks “Go” to initiate the analysis. 
Example Data 
To demonstrate the software, we return to an example we used already in earlier work (Pentland, Recker 
and Wyner, 2015), which uses data from routines observed in a US call center. The data analyzed here 
include work sequences that were captured on log sheets by staff members of the Investigations Unit as 
they did their work. For each case in that sample, the staff member handling the case recorded their 
actions on special log sheets. Each time the case was handed off to another staff member, a new log sheet 
was attached and the sequence of actions was continued. The staff was asked to record what action they 
took and also what “screen” or system they used to do it. Thus, the raw data includes the necessary {actor-
action-artifact} data to construct a network model of each routine. The data collection method is highly 
intrusive, so data collection was limited to a small number of days. 
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The handwritten log sheets were coded for analysis.  For purposes of illustration, we compare the patterns 
of action carried out by four  specialized sub-units within the call center. For each sub-unit, each actor and 
action was given an integer code. Names of systems were retained in text format (e.g., “CitiSmart”, etc.)  
For simplicity, time stamps were replaced with sequence numbers (clock time was replaced with event 
time). Table 2 shows some example data for sub-unit 1, which includes the sequence of occurrences for 
one problem.  
Table 2: Example sequential data 
caseID Unit seqNo Actor Action Artifact 
92870330 1 1 159152 1 Venice 
92870330 1 2 50184434 29 FILM 
92870330 1 3 50184434 29 FILM 
92870330 1 4 50184434 24 Venice 
92870330 1 5 50184434 21 Venice 
92870330 1 6 50184434 21 Venice 
92870330 1 7 50184434 10 Venice 
92870330 1 8 259152 7 CitiSmart 
 
The four sub-units in the call center were defined to each handle different kinds of problems. One unit 
was dedicated to problems related to ATM machines; another unit handled consumer credit; another unit 
focused on bill payment services, and the fourth unit handled regular savings and checking account 
problems. As a result of this functional differentiation, problems never crossed the sub-unit boundaries.  
Graph-theoretically this means that there lots of edges within the sub-units, but none between subunits.  
Figure 2 shows the network models generated for the routines for all four units.  The graph indicates that 
there is interdependence within each routine in each sub-unit. E.g., there are clearly looping cycles in all 
four network graphs, thus showing reciprocal interdependence within each routine. Yet, based on this 
graph, one might also be tempted to conclude that these sub-units are independent from each other.   
 
Figure 2:  Four sub-units with no handoffs 
 
Computing Patterns of Interdependence in ThreadNet 
ThreadNet allows the computation of various metrics that are indicators of interdependence. We discuss 
these using the example above alongside thee three dimensions of interdependence in Table 1, within and 
between routines. Table 3 summarizes output for each routines. 
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Sequential Interdependence.  As shown in Figure 2, ThreadNet is able to identify sequential 
interdependence in detail by identifying the handoffs between events.   This is largely the type of 
interdependence we discussed earlier (citation withheld). One of the key innovations was to count 
multiple types of handoffs (between actors, holding technology constant vs. between technologies, holding 
actor constant).  As shown in Figure 2, there is no sequential interdependence between these sub-units.  
Reciprocal Interdependence.  Since reciprocal interdependence builds on sequential 
interdependence (Thompson, 1967), it cannot exist between these sub-units.  However, in a different 
setting, with different data, ThreadNet would operationalize reciprocal interdependence by counting 
reciprocal edges: ties that go both ways between vertices.  It can also count less direct reciprocity, which 
would be reflected in cycles of 3 (tri-cycles).  We see, for instance, that the routine in sub-unit 2 has 
substantially higher reciprocal interdependence that sub-unit 1 when measured in tricycles.  
Table 3: Indicators of reciprocal interdependence within routines 
Sub-Unit Threads Vertices Edges 
Reciprocal 
Edges Tricycles 
1  171 279 498 12 29 
2 162 253 562 29 158 
3 168 230 502 16 104 
4 203 235 452 19 141 
 
Pooled Interdependence.  While there are no handoffs between the four sub-units, that does not 
imply that they are completely independent.    Unlike the other types, pooled interdependence does not 
depend on the sequence of events but rather on the pattern of shared resources among routines.    For 
example, how many of the actions are the same?  How many actors are the same? How many artifacts are 
the same?    
ThreadNet computes an index of pooled interdependence based on the number of attributes shared 
between two routines. ThreadNet also computes overlap between routines in terms of the derived vertices 
that are defined by an affordance network (e.g., {actor-action-artifact}. The degree of “overlap” reflects a 
“shared resource” dependence.   This type of interdependence does not depend on any sequential 
information or on the structure of the graph; it simply counts the vertices that have the identified 
properties in common. 
One way of measuring the extent of interdependence between two routines that we implemented in 
ThreadNet is the cosine distance (Lee 1999), which is defined as one minus the cosine of the included 
angle between vectors which represents the observed frequencies of each possible value for an attribute. 
To make a meaningful comparison, the list of attribute values needs to include all possibilities for all of 
the routines being compared (e.g., all of the possible actors, all of the possible artifact, and so on).  Then, 
for each routine the frequency of each action, artifact and actor is counted.  Possible values for cosine 
distance range between 0 and 1 with 1 representing the maximum possible distance, i.e., no 
interdependence. Table 4 gives the cosine distances among the four sub-units each treated as a distinct 
organizational routine.  We discuss the resulting observations, in turn. 
Table 4: Cosine distances between routines based on each dimension 
UNIT ACTION UNIT ARTIFACT UNIT ACTOR 
1 
   
1 
   
1   
  2 0.56 
  
2 0.82 
  
2 1.00 
  3 0.44 0.24 
 
3 0.82 0.10 
 
3 0.98 1.00 
 4 0.52 0.04 0.22 4 0.79 0.14 0.15 4 1.00 0.99 1.00 
 
 
The first observation is that if the routine is defined in terms of actors (the rightmost column in Table 4), 
there is very little interdependence between the four sub-units. The cosine distances shows that there 
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is basically no sharing of actors between the units. Second, when examining the routines in the four sub-
units in terms of artifacts (the central column in Table 4), a different picture emerges: the routines in unit 
one appear to involve very different artifacts than the other three – the cosine distances to the other 
units range from 0.10 to 0.15, whereas the cosine distances between units 2-4 range from 0.79 to 0.82. 
Third, when inspecting the leftmost column in Table 4, we note that the degree of overlap in actions 
varies, but sub-unit 1 again appears to be different in that the overlap of identical actions is lower 
(between 0.04 and 0.24) than the other three (between 0.44 and 0.56). 
As shown in this simple example, ThreadNet allows the discovery of types and extents of interdependence. 
This is particularly useful for theorizing: it shows that interdependence (of a particular type) exists and 
how much that interdependence is. When turning to why this interdependence exist, ThreadNet 
obviously does not compute an answer, however, it allows focusing an empirical approach: For example, 
we note that sub-unit 1 appears different from the other three: for two of the three dimensions, the 
interdependence measures are notably different. When examining this unit in practice, we can identify 
differences that are reflective of these observations: sub-unit 1 is the unit that handles problems related to 
the bill payment service.  It is located in a different part of the building; a short walk, but physically 
separated from the other three.  In contrast, units 2, 3 and 4 were located in the same cubicle farm. A 
casual observer would be unable to tell where one of these sub-units starts and the other ends, which 
suggests  higher levels of interdependence as we have observed through our measures.  
From Interdependence in Routines to Interdependence between 
Routines 
This research in progress offers a variety of new insights into routines and interdependence.  
First, interdependence is multi-dimensional.  The graph theoretic vocabulary provides a more 
general way to conceptualize and measure interdependence independent from the constituent unit of 
analysis (e.g., actor or artifact or both).  We show that interdependence manifests depending on the view 
taken. The elements that make up routines, and the way they overlap and interpenetrate in various 
examples, have drawn an enormous amount of scholarly attention in recent years (e.g., Orlikowski 2007; 
D'Adderio 2011; Leonardi 2013). Our research in progress suggests that similar attention should be drawn 
to the various forms and interactions of interdependence. 
Second, multi-dimensionality extends to pooled interdependence, as well.  Handoffs are not 
necessary. Our analysis of sequential, reciprocal and pooled interdependence showed that the latter is an 
interesting, novel view on interdependence, since it compares the overlap in attributes among routines.  
In our analysis of the call center we identified strong pooled interdependence among 3 of the sub-units in 
terms of both artifacts and actions and very little such interdependence with the remaining sub-unit (sub-
unit 1).   
Third, by characterizing the various forms of interdependence in terms of networks of (actualized) 
affordances we offer the option of a richer language for describing interdependence. For example, 
we can distinguish between pooled interdependence due to shared actors vs. shared artifacts or actions 
and potentially all combinations thereof.  Another intriguing implication of this language is that we can 
now also speculate about possible versus observed interdependence. Affordance networks as empirically 
constructed describe actualized agencies of actors and artifacts in routine actions, and the 
interdependencies. However, the graph theoretic approach also allows constructing possible network 
paths and measure potential interdependence between possible routine networks. This would allow 
distinguishing between routine innovations based on the interdependencies a new or varied routine would 
retain or develop with others. 
Fourth, interdependence between routines proffers new research questions about characteristics that 
describe interdependence. For example, interdependence has often been equated with the notion of 
modular architecture in technical systems. In modular design, an interface represents what elements of 
one system are visible to and interact with another system.  In a systems design context an interface can 
be defined as a “menu” of functions each of which has a specified set of inputs and each of which produces 
a specified output (Messerschmidt 1999).  However, when we take into account the multi-dimensional 
nature of routines (including people and material technologies), then the boundaries and interfaces 
become less obvious.  We showed that a routine that seems completely independent (like sub-unit 1 in our 
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data) may share any number of common inputs and outputs that are not obvious when looking at the 
workflow or the people only. In turn, not only interfaces but also boundaries between routines are likely 
to be ambiguous, possibly contested, and subject to change across and perhaps even within performances 
of those routines and thus any concepts which are linked to this notion of boundary need to be similarly 
elastic in nature. 
Conclusions to date 
Contributions. Our contributions are three-fold. Conceptually, we extend prior work on describing 
routine events in terms of three dimensions: actors, actions, and artifacts. Our extension is that we do not 
consider one routine at a time but rather consider the network of connected – interdependent – routines. 
Analytically, we move to a different level of hierarchy. Most existing research on routines has often relied 
on traditional levels of analysis such as routines of individuals (one routine at a time, e.g., Pentland 
2003), groups or units (e.g., routines in invoice processing departments, Pentland et al. 2010) or 
organizations (e.g., routines in hospitals, see Goh et al. 2011). We move to a level of “network of routine 
networks”. Adding this level and comparing the results to other levels of analysis (e.g., unit or individual) 
will allow examining stability or change of routines at different levels. 
Methodologically, we describe a prototypical implementation that can be used to construct network 
models from a stream of time-stamped occurrences from trace data. It also allows defining attributes as 
dimensions of interdependence and then computing relevant statistics to examine patterns of 
interdependence as defined by the dimensions.  We implemented Threadnet in MATLAB. Copies of the 
code can be requested from the lead author. 
Limitations.  One limitation is that our model does not take into account outcome based 
interdependence (Puranam et al. 2012).  Also, when moving from within to between routines, 
requirements of data collection increase substantially. Process mining research has long noted the 
challenges of “noisy” data in mining (van der Aalst and Weijters 2004), and the analysis between routines 
further exacerbates these concerns. Computationally, our prototype is limited in the number of statistics 
and metrics it computes. However, we endeavored to show some meaningful statistics that allow for 
interpretation of interdependence. Adding further statistics relates to some efforts in programming yet 
the more pressing challenge will be the meaningful interpretation of additional computations. 
Outlook. We will pursue multiple pathways. Conceptually, we will examine other ways of measuring 
interdependence. This move entails a review of available networks statistics and their examination to 
enable meaningful interpretations of interdependence. Empirically, the case we consider for illustration 
has fairly well-defined tasks within one organizational container (Winter et al. 2014). Different 
organizations have very different forms and modes of operations, suggesting that the network or routines 
they contain may be vastly different. Our next move is to examine routine networks in healthcare 
organizations, arguably a decisively complex organizational container. Methodologically, we will examine 
whether we can meaningfully simulate routine networks and their interdependence to be able to predict 
interdependence both as an outcome (what leads to interdependence?) and as an independent variable 
(what is a consequence of interdependence, for example, on coordination complexity?). 
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